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About This Game

Take control of our Alien and his spaceship and get him back to his home pla 5d3b920ae0

Title: An Alien with a Magnet
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rejected Games
Publisher:
Rejected Games
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2017

Minimum:
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OS: Windows XP
Processor: 2GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Integ
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Nice little game in which you will use only one button/key. Art style is cute and levels are progressing as game introduces new
mechanics. Worth a buy especially if it's on sale.. The game "Alien With A Magnet" is a fun platformer game where the aim is
to reach your home planet by engaging in a journey through various levels. It's a highly addictive game that you can hop on and
enjoy if you want a casual but fun experience. The character is a loveable alien who has been stranded in space. The levels are
interesting, as you go on the game becomes more and more challenging which provides a sense of progression. The art style is
creative while at the same time slick. The music is well composed and fits the game perfectly. I think the game would be better
with more mechanics and more diversity within the levels. Another thing that should be added is a volume slider because the
volume can be quite loud in game. Here are some ideas for the developer: Customization for the ship and/or alien. Add a co-op
mode where two players control two different aliens in a race against time. Overall this is a great game to play and is definitely
worth the price. If you are looking for a game you.can relax and play then pick this game up.. The game "Alien With A Magnet"
is a fun platformer game where the aim is to reach your home planet by engaging in a journey through various levels. It's a
highly addictive game that you can hop on and enjoy if you want a casual but fun experience. The character is a loveable alien
who has been stranded in space. The levels are interesting, as you go on the game becomes more and more challenging which
provides a sense of progression. The art style is creative while at the same time slick. The music is well composed and fits the
game perfectly. I think the game would be better with more mechanics and more diversity within the levels. Another thing that
should be added is a volume slider because the volume can be quite loud in game. Here are some ideas for the developer:
Customization for the ship and/or alien. Add a co-op mode where two players control two different aliens in a race against time.
Overall this is a great game to play and is definitely worth the price. If you are looking for a game you.can relax and play then
pick this game up.. Nice little game in which you will use only one button/key. Art style is cute and levels are progressing as
game introduces new mechanics. Worth a buy especially if it's on sale.. The game "Alien With A Magnet" is a fun platformer
game where the aim is to reach your home planet by engaging in a journey through various levels. It's a highly addictive game
that you can hop on and enjoy if you want a casual but fun experience. The character is a loveable alien who has been stranded
in space. The levels are interesting, as you go on the game becomes more and more challenging which provides a sense of
progression. The art style is creative while at the same time slick. The music is well composed and fits the game perfectly. I
think the game would be better with more mechanics and more diversity within the levels. Another thing that should be added is
a volume slider because the volume can be quite loud in game. Here are some ideas for the developer: Customization for the
ship and/or alien. Add a co-op mode where two players control two different aliens in a race against time. Overall this is a great
game to play and is definitely worth the price. If you are looking for a game you.can relax and play then pick this game up.. The
game "Alien With A Magnet" is a fun platformer game where the aim is to reach your home planet by engaging in a journey
through various levels. It's a highly addictive game that you can hop on and enjoy if you want a casual but fun experience. The
character is a loveable alien who has been stranded in space. The levels are interesting, as you go on the game becomes more
and more challenging which provides a sense of progression. The art style is creative while at the same time slick. The music is
well composed and fits the game perfectly. I think the game would be better with more mechanics and more diversity within the
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levels. Another thing that should be added is a volume slider because the volume can be quite loud in game. Here are some ideas
for the developer: Customization for the ship and/or alien. Add a co-op mode where two players control two different aliens in a
race against time. Overall this is a great game to play and is definitely worth the price. If you are looking for a game you.can
relax and play then pick this game up.
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